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1. Introduction
The Geographical and Geological Background
Norwegian seafaring and way of life have been shaped by the country’s rugged and
dynamic landscape. Tall mountain ranges plunge into interior lakes and rivers, fjords and
small islands riddle the coastline, and a heavy winter snowfall have created a culture with a
strong maritime heritage and identity to overcome these boundaries to overland
transportation. The gulfstream – which keeps the waters around coastal Norway ice-free
throughout much of the year – and rich forests for boat building materials provided the
backdrop for Norway’s rich maritime past.1
Telemark, a region in the south-east, possess this dynamic landscape of mountains,
valleys, lakes, and rivers (Fig. 1). The most efficient transportation through the region is
provided by the Telemark waterway that flows through the valleys.2 Norway’s dramatic
topography, particularly in the mountains of the interior of the country, have made the
formation of townships particularly difficult in the past. All but one medieval town (Hamar)
was located on the coast. As James MacFarlane astutely put it, the fjords and valleys of
Norway “had imposed on it an involuntary independence”.3 Because of the difficulty of
travelling by land, being linked by the waterways was vital to commerce with the interior,
which was rich with natural resources.
One of Telemark’s most vital natural resources is the result of the geological
formation of the interior, which made transportation with this area necessary. In Eidsborg and
Lårdal, there are Precambrian deposits of a quartzite from the Bandak group that is
characterized by a fine-veined form that is prone to splitting in two directions, which makes it
ideal for use as a whetstone. Within this group, there was a variation in stone material that
made them more or less suitable for sharpening tools. A harder variety was most commonly
exported, while the softer rock, which was rarer, was kept within the region as it was in great
demand for sharpening the steel harvesting scythes.4 Though some of the whetstone was
transported west across Norway towards cities such as Stavanger and Bergen, most was
carried down the Telemark waterway towards Skien and the Skagerrak strait (Fig. 1).5 This
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stone, along with the timber and hides from the forests, made the development of an efficient
transportation system along the Telemark necessary.

Fig. 2 Map of Telemark Waterway (P. Nymoen and T. Løseth).
Survey Area
The Telemark waterway is extensive: at 105 km long, it rises 72m from the sea to its
headwaters in the interior. Over the years, 18 locks have been built to help the water and the
cargo that is carried upon it travel more efficiently. Several towns are located along the
waterway: Dalen in the north situated where the Tokke River flows into Lake Bandak, the
much smaller Lardal located on the shore at the midpoint of Lake Bandak, then Kviteseid, a
small town located just north of where Lake Kviteseid joins Lake Dalen at its southern end.
It is in Lakes Bandak and Kviteseid that ProMare and the Norsk Maritimt Museum,
along with our other research partners, have been conducting remote sensing surveys aimed
at learning more about transportation and trade along the route that connected the interior
settlements with those closer to the coast such as Skien or the Viking trade town of Kaupang
on the coast. 6 The region has been selected for this archaeological investigation based on the
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important role the lakes and the waterway they constitute have played in the flow of
merchandise, particularly stone, timber, and hides, since at least the Iron Age.

2. Historical & Archaeological Background
Historical Significance
The Telemark waterway, initially composed of lakes and rivers joined by portages
and eventually connected via canals, allowed for the transport of trade goods from the interior
of Norway with the rest of the country and Europe. The whetstones that were one of the
region’s most profitable trade items during the Viking Age and middle ages were quarried at
Eidsborg (now Dalen) and Lardal (Fig. 2). Stone quarried in Eidsborg and Lardal, along with
other trade goods such a hide, horn, and timber from the surrounding forests, was loaded onto
boats to travel down Lake Bandak and Kviteseid toward the rest of the waterway and the
coast. While many of these boats safely passed through this journey, others did not.

Fig. 2 Whetstone Quarry near Dalen.

History of Settlements in the Telemark
While much of the archaeological evidence of prehistoric Norway is from the Iron
Age and later, house sites from 5,000 BC have been found along the coast of Telemark; in
addition, Bronze Age (3,000 – 500 BC) rock carvings have been found near Skien.7 Of
particular interest to our studies is the Scandinavian Iron Age, which is subdivided into three
categories: the Pre-Roman Iron Age (5th to 1st centuries BC), the Roman Iron Age (1st to 4th
centuries AD), and the Germanic Iron Age (5th to 8th centuries AD). The oldest known Iron
Age settlement in the Telemark region is a Pre-Roman Iron Age settlement located in Solum.
Early Roman Iron Ages settlements have been found in Bø and Sauherad. The Norsjø district
was settled by the end of the Roman Iron Age. All of these regions are located within the
richest agricultural land in the Telemark and are connected via a lake.8 People were of course
utilizing the Telemark waterway during this period, as indicated by a log boat (the Siljan
boat) find from AD c. 240 +/- 70. Unfortunately, there is little archaeological evidence of the
Roman period in Norway, which makes it difficult to place this boat into its proper context. 9
Between the 5th and 8th centuries AD (the Germanic Iron Age), people began to move
north along the Telemark waterway towards Kviteseid and Seljord. During this time, the
population in southern Telemark, around Gjerpen and Solum particularly, began to increase.
As the Germanic Iron Age transitioned to the Viking Age, expansion continued. The most
cultivable land surrounding the waterways was fully settled during the 9th century, while the
10th century saw people moving into the more marginal land in the mountains.10 It was
during this century that an increased demand for fur, hides, and antler (either for the
settlements around the waterways or for trade farther abroad) made settlement in the
mountains both possible and profitable.11
Not only were people moving out from the rivers, an increased number of grave sites
indicate that populations rose once again as the 9th century transitioned to the 10th.
Throughout the Viking Age, the settlement at Gjerpen, located within 10 km of where the
fjord joins the Skagerrak strait, increased substantially.12 Populations (as seen through
graves) increased in the 10th century in the north as well, both in Lårdal and Kviteseid.13
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Trade
Trade increased as the Early Iron Age transitioned into the Late Iron Age, particularly
between east and west Telemark (which artefact collections suggest had far less contact
during earlier periods) and other nearby regions. Excavations reveal increasing amounts of
similar trade items scattered across the Telemark by the Late Iron Age, while the Early Iron
Age was characterized by an east-west division in types of artefacts.14 The trade products of
the northern section of Telemark include whetstones from Lårdal, bog-iron from the lower
mountain areas such as Rauland, and hunting-products from the upper mountain regions.15
Bog-iron was used in the production of iron tools and weapons. Most of the iron-ore
was extracted from the marshes in the mountains at the headwaters of the Telemark
waterway.16 Because this area was so far inland, it was necessary to organize a system of
transportation utilizing the waterways.17 The Hjartdal logboats from the late Viking
Age/early middle ages may have participated in this transportation system.18
As production of tools and weapons increased (quickly during the 9th century and
peaking during the 10th-12th centuries), so too did the need for whetstones, made of a gray
schist called Norwegian Ragstone, to sharpen the tools. The whetstone was quarried at
Eidsborg in Lårdal, and while historic sources mention the stone in 1184, archaeology has
revealed that the trade is far older. The quarry and export industry of whetstones from
Eidsborg lasted from the early Iron Age to the closure of the quarries in the 1950’s, a period
of over 1,200 years.19 Eidsborg hones have been discovered in Viking contexts at sites across
northern Europe, including Denmark, Hedeby, and England.20 Strontium isotope analysis
organized by Dr. William Griffin and performed by Sven Dahlgren in the 1980’s revealed
that the Eidsborg stones had a distribution over most of northern Europe, though they weren’t
the only supplier for northern Europe, as stones from Århus, Fyrka, Trelleborg and Gamle
Lejre have also been found in at ports across the north, particularly during the 10th century.
Eidsborg stones became more popular by the 11th century, dominating the Danish market and
appearing in all large Norwegian towns and in places like Poland and England (particularly in
East Anglia). Some were found as far away as Egypt.21
The stones were so important that they could be found in graves. Primarily light gray
Eidsborg whetstones have been found in Telemark Viking graves, though some of the dark
blue phyllite stones have been found in graves near the coast.22 Of particular interest, a
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Viking trading ship from the 9th century was discovered near Kaupang, on the coast of
Telemark near the mouth of the waterway, carrying a cargo of more than 50 pieces of unused
whetstone.23 This ship may have been travelling to a trade port outside of Norway by way of
Kaupang as an intermediate port between the quarrying location at Eidsborg and foreign trade
centers. Though Kaupang may have been used by the Vikings, by the 12th and 13th centuries
the town of Skien, which gained its town privileges, took over its role.24
By the mid-19th century, timber was being transported from Bandak in northern
Telemark to Skien in the south via the waterway. Both the timber and the whetstones where
combined into shipments for efficiency of transport – the timber was lashed together to create
rafts that carried the whetstone. In addition to the suppliers and merchants who profited from
the trade, individuals who lived along the course of the river could have made a living off of
supporting the industry through labor.25

Settlements & Ships along the Telemark Waterway
Introduction
Because of the topography that made interior travel difficult, during the Viking period
all of the major settlements were near the sea or an inland waterway. In the case of
Telemark, this was at Skien and Kaupang. Eidsborg, near what is now Dalen in the north,
was a mining centre that grew up during the Iron Age rather than a large trading centre.
Skien
The town of Skien is situated 22 km inland from the sea at a point where the
Telemark waterway meets the fjord. Written sources first mention the town in 1184. Though
the historical record is slim where Skien is concerned, excavations have been carried out that
reveal a settlement there from at least the 10th century AD. The 10th century site at
Handelstorget, excavated in 1979, revealed unused whetstones from the north.26 Building
type and material (wattle) from an 11th century site within Skien suggest that this settlement
was Viking. In particular, animal carvings on a wooden floor plank share stylistic similarities
with the 9th century Oseberg chariot, 8th and 9th century carved stones from Gotland, the 9th
century Hedeby coins, and a 9th century black-ware vessel from Hedeby. 27 The expansion of
the whetstone industry in the 11th-13th centuries, which used Skien as trading port, resulted in
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the growth of the town and a likely economic surplus. This lead to the establishment of Skien
as an official town in 1358.28
Kaupang
Located on the coast of Telemark, Kaupang was a town that acted as an international trade
centre with evidence of inhabitation as early as the 8th century AD (as indicated by items
found in graves).29
Viking Ships Around Telemark
A Viking trading ship from the 9th century was discovered near Kaupang, on the coast
of Telemark near the mouth of the waterway, carrying a cargo of more than 50 pieces of
Eidsborg stone that had yet to be turned into whetstone.30
In addition to the elegant lapstrake vessels that we commonly associate with the
Vikings, simpler boats from the Viking Age have been found in the Telemark as well. Two
logsboats from Hjartdal, which were built and utilized as the Viking Age was transitioning to
the Middle Ages, have been studied by ProMare’s research partner at the Norsk Martimt
Museum, Pal Nymoen. He argues, rightly so, that these logboats, while simpler in
construction and considered by some to be primitive, were chosen specifically for their task
of transporting goods on the rivers and not because the people who built them were
unfamiliar with more complex vessels.31

3. ProMare Project Aims
More than a thousand years of intensive trade along the Telemark waterway has left
its mark. The research project formed between ProMare and the Norsk Maritimt Museum is
dedicated to locating and studying the archaeological evidence of the commercial activities
that utilized the system of rivers, lakes, portages, and eventually canals, that connected the
people of interior Telemark with the rest of the world. To do this, we have been using remote
sensing to locate and understand archaeological examples of the water transport vessels used
for this trade. In addition, we have attempted to locate and study other structures related to
the waterborne commercial activities such quays, bridges, and canals. By studying these
sites, which range in age over a period spanning at least two millennia, in context with
surrounding archaeological sites on land and the historical record, we hope to gain a fuller
understanding of the nature of trade and lifestyle in this region throughout history,
particularly during the Vikings Age and later middle ages.
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4. Achievements

2006-2009 Seasons
Between 2006 and 2009, while working in the historic lakes, rivers, canals, and fjords
of the Telemark Waterway, Fredrik Soreide from ProMare and our research partner Pål
Nymoen from the Norsk Maritimt Museum located more than a dozen historic shipwrecks
ranging in age from the Medieval/Viking Age to the mid-19th century. Due to the cold, fresh
water of the Norwegian lakes, the shipwrecks are in excellent condition. As a result of these
finds, a more intensive survey was planned for 2010.

2010 Season
In August 2010, a larger team from ProMare returned to Telemark with the
Norwegian Maritime Museum, the Norwegian University of Science & Technology, and
Hafmynd EHF from Iceland. Using the GAVIA AUV (equipped with sonar) provided by
Hafmynd EHF, the team located nearly two-dozen, well-preserved shipwrecks in Lakes
Bandak and Kviteseid. The shipwrecks are suspected to range in date from the
Medieval/Viking Age to the mid-19th century, possibly earlier. However, because the sonar
images provide only a basic idea of the type craft detected, in many cases more details are
necessary to assign identification. This is compounded by the continuity in boat building
tradition in Norway, particularly for wooden craft. In addition to the two-dozen shipwrecks
identified, approximately 50 anomalies were found on the lake bed. These could be anything
from shipwrecks that aren’t very clear on the sonar data to lost cargo or modern debris. A
future field season was planned to return to these sites with a video-camera mounted on an
ROV to obtain more details and form a clearer picture of what exactly is at the bottom of
Lakes Bandak and Kviteseid.

2012 Season and Onwards
In August 20112, ProMare and the Norwegian Maritime Museum joined ROV
developers Sperre AS to return to the Telemark in August 2012 to identify the sonar targets
discovered in 2010. The team deployed a custom built ROV from a specially designed
deployment barge, both of which were built by Sperre AS. Two days of exploration helped us
to shed light on the identities of some of the vessels discovered in previous years. Though it
was difficult to specifically date some of the targets without removing samples, we
determined that there were a range of types and sizes, including some very interesting cargo
vessels.
From the appearance of the vessels, it is likely that they aren’t more than 200-300
years old. One boat was possibly quite a bit older, but there is fairly heavy sedimentation on
the bottom of the lake and it was mostly buried. Our findings during 2012 lead us to believe
that sediment output from the river that feeds into Lake Bandak has covered the older boats.

The age of the settlement makes it likely that there are more interesting vessels beneath the
sediment.
Despite the relatively young age of most of the vessels, several are very interesting
from an archaeological and historical standpoint. Some of the most famous exports of the
Telemark region are timber and whetstones. This trade was vital to the region; these
resources made is possible for expansion from the coast to occur when populations grew. As
the waterway changed over the years to facilitate the increased transportation of these goods
– with locks filling in for waterfalls and canals replacing portages – so too did the vessels.
We discovered two nearly identical 19th century barges, one of which was still loaded with
timber, indicating a standardization of goods transport in this century.

5. Future Plans
Comparative Studies
In addition to understanding the nature of trade within Telemark and between
Telemark and the rest of Europe, members of ProMare’s research team are interested in
expanded comparative studies with other regions, looking particularly at expansion during the
Viking Age. The Vikings unarguably possessed one of the most successful maritime cultures.
What began initially as raiding and trading with the rest of Europe eventually became
settlement in places such as the isles of Scotland and mainland Britain. In some cases, they
put down permanent roots that replaced those established by previous peoples and developed
traditions that lasted for hundreds of years, until present day in some places (though in a
modified form). This is particularly true in the isles of Scotland, both the Hebrides and the
northern island groups of Orkney and Shetland.32
Due to our research in Norway, we are particularly interested in Vikings who
originated in Norway. What was it that made them chose these new places to settle and in
certain instances, thrive more so than in other areas? Geographically there are similarities to
Norway: the Scottish lochs are similar to Norway’s glacial lakes, Scotland’s outer islands are
no more harsh a climate than that found in Norway, and finally, they are intimately connected
to the sea in a way that seafaring Viking life based upon. With this in mind, what was the
Viking relationship with the sea in Scotland? How similar, or different, was it from Norway?
How did the Viking maritime tradition in the Hebrides or Orkney change as it was passed
down through generations as contact with Norway became weaker? Are there areas in
Scotland that have portages like those in Telemark? Are there any whetstones from Telemark
in Scotland? They were vastly popular and widespread – is the dearth of whetstone
discoveries in Scotland truly because they weren’t exported there, or because we simply
haven’t found them yet?
Scholars have spent years studying Viking Scotland and have learned much about the
people and the period and it is our goal to contribute to this body of knowledge. There are
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many interesting questions that remain to be answered about Viking life in Scotland,
particularly about the maritime aspect of life and interaction with the sea. In summer of 2014
we will be conducting a field project in the Orkney Islands with our research partners at the
University of the Highlands and Islands and the Orkney Research Centre for Archaeology
that we hope will become an ongoing endeavor to answer some of our many questions about
maritime life in Viking Scotland.
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Futher Reading
Read Westerdahl 2000 and 2006 for information about portages

